MANDATORY DISQUALIFYING FACTORS FOR FIREFIGHTER/PARAMEDIC APPLICANT
YOU WILL BE REMOVED FROM CONSIDERATION AS A PARMA HEIGHTS FIREFIGHTER/PARAMEDIC FOR:
Honesty/Falsification
Any intentional falsehood or attempt to conceal disqualifying information during the selection process, to include omission of pertinent information.
Failure or refusal to answer or respond to oral or written questions during any phase of the selection process.
Use or attempted use of political influence to secure employment.
Family History
Verified or admitted physical or emotional abuse of one’s spouse, child, stepchild, parent or other relative, or person with whom one has lived with or
has had a relationship with, within the last ten (10) years.
Non-compliance with a court order or legal contract to provide child support, alimony or other financial responsibility as determined by the
appropriate support enforcement bureau or a court of law within the preceding five (5) years.
Intentional violation of any protective or temporary restraining order as determined by a court of law with seven (7) years.
Verified or admitted sexual abuse of one’s spouse, ex-spouse, child, step-child, parent or other relative or person with whom one lives/has lived or
has had a relationship with.
Employment
Discharge or resignation in lieu of discipline from any criminal justice occupation.
Military History
Dishonorable discharge from military service.
Conviction of any article of the Uniform Code of Military Justice that would be equivalent to a felony conviction under the Ohio Revised Code
(O.R.C.).
Traffic Related Offense
Not possessing a valid driver’s license or having valid insurance as required by the residence state on owned vehicle, at the time of application.
Any conviction of vehicular homicide.
Any other traffic offense(s) which would make the applicant to be deemed uninsurable by the City.
Gambling Offenses
Conviction of a gambling offense within the last (5) five years.
Conviction of, or admission of, engaging in the promotion of illegal gambling activity where the applicant gains a financial benefit.
Criminal Activity
Any fraudulent insurance claims or fraudulent application for welfare or worker’s compensation.
As a juvenile, any admission or conviction of an offense of one (1) violent felony as defined by the federal, state or local law of the jurisdiction
where the offense occurred.
As an adult, any conviction of any offense which would be defined as any offense of Domestic Violence as defined by the federal, state or local law
of the jurisdiction where the offense occurred.
As an adult, any conviction of any offense which would be defined as a felony as defined by the federal, state or local law of the jurisdiction where
the offense occurred.
Any pattern of theft offenses from an employer or during the course of employment as an adult.
Immoral conduct, to include corrupting minors, voyeurism, importuning and other sexually related criminal offenses.
Substance Abuse
As an adult, any illegal sales of drugs of abuse, marijuana or prescription drugs.
A pattern of abuse of alcohol, chemical agents/solvent based substances or prescription drugs within the last (3) three years.
General
Failure to submit certificate(s) or proof of required certification.
Unexcused failure to respond for a scheduled testing appointment (including but not limited to CVSA/Polygraph, interview and evaluation).

